THIS WEEK’S Eats

Week Two
Everyday faves!

option one
Jackets

Pizza & Pasta

Hot Snacks

Subs

Salad

Sarnies

With a whole load of hot
and cold topping options

A range of pasta sauces and
pizzas daily

Delicious, hot range of paninis,
toasties and pasties for you to
choose from

Our favourite sub bar with
meat and vege fillings

Choose from a whole selection of
amazingly fresh salad bases and
customise as you wish!

Your favourite sarnie fillings
everyday!

TUE

Italian
Traditional Lasagne with Garlic and Herb Wedges
93046483 93157067
or Vege Ball Marinara Sub Roll with Rice
93146174 93109633
Served with Peas
93065563

With a whole load of hot
and cold topping options

A range of pasta sauces and
pizzas daily

Delicious, hot range of paninis,
toasties and pasties for you to
choose from

Our favourite sub bar with
meat and vege fillings

Choose from a whole selection of
amazingly fresh salad bases and
customise as you wish!

Your favourite sarnie fillings
everyday!

WED

British
Roast Pork with Stuffing and Apple Sauce
or Quorn Roast
93098927 93170724
with Roast Potatoes, Peas, Sweetcorn and Gravy
93162615 93065563 93094208 93034775

With a whole load of hot
and cold topping options

A range of pasta sauces and
pizzas daily

Delicious, hot range of paninis,
toasties and pasties for you to
choose from

Our favourite sub bar with
meat and vege fillings

Choose from a whole selection of
amazingly fresh salad bases and
customise as you wish!

Your favourite sarnie fillings
everyday!

THUR

Peruvian
Chicken Burger or The Incredible Vegan Burger
with Peruvian Sauces
93075857 93170597 93170727 93170728
with Fajita Wedges and Sweetcorn
93163193 93094208

With a whole load of hot
and cold topping options

A range of pasta sauces and
pizzas daily

Delicious, hot range of paninis,
toasties and pasties for you to
choose from

Our favourite sub bar with
meat and vege fillings

Choose from a whole selection of
amazingly fresh salad bases and
customise as you wish!

Your favourite sarnie fillings
everyday!

FRI

British
Battered Fish or Breaded Chicken Strips or
Vegan Sausage Roll
93105116 93170733 93169121
with Chips, Peas and Baked Beans
93124814 93162619 93065563

With a whole load of hot
and cold topping options

A range of pasta sauces and
pizzas daily

Delicious, hot range of paninis,
toasties and pasties for you to
choose from

Our favourite sub bar with
meat and vege fillings

Choose from a whole selection of
amazingly fresh salad bases and
customise as you wish!

Your favourite sarnie fillings
everyday!

MON

American
Mac N Cheese topped with BBQ Chicken or Crispy Cauliflower
93170738 93170740 93170723
with Sweetcorn
93094208

